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Pure Substances



Pure Substance

A pure substance is a substance of constant chemical
composition throughout its mass.

Water, nitrogen, helium, and carbon dioxide, for example, are
all pure substances.
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Pure Substance

Is air pure substance?/Is a mixture of oil and water pure
substance?

A pure substance does not have to be of a single chemical
element or compound, however. A mixture of various chemical
elements or compounds also qualifies as a pure substance as
long as the mixture is homogeneous.

Air, for example, is a mixture of several gases, but it is often
considered to be a pure substance because it has a uniform
chemical composition.

However, a mixture of oil and water is not a pure substance.
Since oil is not soluble in water, it will collect on top of the
water, forming two chemically dissimilar regions.
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Pure Substance

Is a mixture of ice and liquid water pure substance?

A mixture of two or more phases of a pure substance is still a pure sub-
stance as long as the chemical composition of all phases is the same
(Fig).

A mixture of ice and liquid water, for example, is a pure sub-stance
because both phases have the same chemical composition.
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Temperature vs. 
Total Heat 
Graph during 
Steam 
Formation
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Temperature vs. 
Total Heat 
Graph during 
Steam 
Formation

The heating of water up to boiling temperature or saturation temperature
(t) is shown by AB in Fig. The heat absorbed by the water is AP, known
as sensible heat or liquid heat or total heat of water.

The change of state from liquid to steam is shown by BC. The heat
absorbed during this stage is PQ, known as latent heat of vaporization.

The superheating process is shown by CD. The heat absorbed during this
stage is QR, known as heat of superheat. Line AR represents the total
heat of the superheated steam.

The line passing through the points A, B, E, K is known as saturated
liquid line which forms boundary line between water and steam.
Similarly, a line passing through dry steam points L, F, C is known as dry
saturated steam line which forms boundary line between wet and
superheated steam.

This point N is known as the critical point and at this point, the liquid
and vapor phases merge, and become identical in every respect. The
temperature corresponding to critical point N is known as critical
temperature and the pressure is known as critical pressure. For steam, the
critical temperature is 374.15°C and critical pressure is 221.2 bar.
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Important Terms 
for Steam

Wet Steam: When the steam contains moisture or particles of water in
suspension, it is said to be wet steam.

Dry saturated steam: When the wet Steam is further heated, and it does
not contain any suspended particles of water, it is known as dry saturated
steam.

Superheated steam: When the dry steam is further heated at a constant
pressure, thus raising its temperature, it is said to be superheated steam.

Dryness fraction or quality of wet steam: It is the ratio of the mass of
actual dry steam, to the mass of same quantity of wet steam, and is
generally denoted by ‘x’. Mathematically,
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Here mg = Mass of actual dry steam,
mf = Mass of water in suspension, and

m = Mass of wet steam = mg + mf
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Important Terms 
for Steam

Sensible Hear of Water (hf): It is the amount of heat absorbed
by 1 kg of water, when heated at constant pressure, from the
freezing point (0oC) to the temperature of formation of steam,
i.e. saturation temperature (t).

Latent heat of vaporization (hfg): It is the amount of heat
absorbed to evaporate 1 kg of water, at its boiling point or
saturation temperature without change of temperature. The heat
of vaporization of water or latent heat of steam is 2257 kJ/kg at
atmospheric pressure
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Important Terms 
for Steam

Enthalpy or total heat of steam: It is amount of heat absorbed
by water from freezing point to saturation temperature plus the
heat absorbed during evaporation.

Enthalpy or total heat of steam = Sensible heat + Latent heat

The expressions for the enthalpy of wet steam and dry steam
are as follows:

(i) Wet steam. The enthalpy of wet steam is given by:
ℎ = ℎ� +�. ℎ��

where x is the dryness fraction of steam.

(ii) Dry steam. We know that in case of dry steam, x = 1.
ℎ = ℎ� = ℎ� +	ℎ��
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The P-V-T 
Surface

 This is the three dimensional variation describing three thermodynamic
properties P, V and T. As we know that for defining a state at least two
properties are needed, therefore on P-V-T surface also, by knowing any
two the third can be seen and continuous variation of these properties is
available. Here pressure, volume and temperature are taken on mutually
perpendicular axis and surface obtained is depicted below with all salient
points. P-V-T surface shall be different for different substances depending
on their characteristics.
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Property Tables

Steam Tables
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Mollier Diagram
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